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Fast forward
your FRTB
implementation
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The new implementation date for the Fundamental Review of the Trading
Book is January 1, 2023.
While U.S. regulators and banks alike are mindful of the impact the Covid
pandemic has had on the economy and markets they are still targeting that date.
The need for a method that will quickly and seamlessly demonstrate
compliance to bank supervisors has never been more pressing.
Banks should be ready to calculate and report their enterprise capital
charge alongside the capital charge of local entities within an international
organization reporting to multiple regulators.

Executive Summary
Meeting a revolving door of regulatory requirements means increasing costs,
looming deadlines and investment in infrastructure. Replacing or adapting
legacy systems across an entire enterprise to comply with standards that
remain fluid is too costly and complex. Instead, risk officers, desk heads and
IT would all benefit from a technology that flawlessly meshes with existing
infrastructure.
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ActiveViam’s signature Atoti+ technology is built from ActivePivot, an inmemory data analytics and aggregation tool, that merges the ability
to perform calculations on complex transactional data and analyze it in
real time in order to meet requirements within the context of the global
governance framework.
Accelerators are pre-built Atoti+ applications, designed to address specific
regulatory requirements, that can be customized to fit with each client's
specific architecture and workflows.
An Accelerator contains all of the source code and prescribed formulas
needed to perform calculations, including complicated, non-linear
computations, required to meet, as one example, the Fundamental Review
of the Trading Book (FRTB) directives inclusive of the January 2019 Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) 457 updates.
This paper will focus on the FRTB Accelerator, one of several such ActiveViam
products.
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The Regulatory Quandary
The financial industry continues to grapple with shaping its operations
to an ever-evolving set of rules as the global regulatory framework undergoes
constant changes. Measures to overhaul market risk were first set in motion
in 2009 when the Financial Stability Board was established and the Groupof-20 met in Pittsburgh.
In 2012, the BCBS issued the first consultative paper on the FRTB which
outlined its view for improvements. Regulations have been refined and
clarified over a period of years through the BCBS’s Quantitative Impact
Studies (QIS) which have provided an eye into trading desks across
the globe.
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ActiveViam: Next Level Data
Analytics
Before the term «Big Data» was coined, ActiveViam was providing software
solutions to multinational banks, global hedge funds, derivatives exchanges,
data warehouses and asset managers to solve their most vexing data
issues. ActiveViam’s Atoti+ sits as an unobtrusive layer between systems
and integrates with rather than replaces a financial institution’s current
architecture.
The technology draws on and uses the bank’s existing risk and valuation
engines to analyze, monitor and report on enterprise-wide risk while
calculating the overall impact on its capital.
It allows the front office, market risk and product control divisions to use
their existing data formats but also cross-check and correlate them with
other teams from across the bank.
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These tasks are performed at scale and the configuration is malleable
to allow for millions of pieces of trade data to be recognized from when they hit
a trading book, then analyzed and placed in the regulatory hierarchy.

Accelerator Components
Embedded in Atoti+ is ActiveUI, the vizualization component of
the platform, that allows the user to combine charts, graphs and
pivot-table like constructs which provide user-friendly interactive
dashboards. ActiveMonitor is also part of Atoti+ and allows a user
to set predefined goals and measures and makes them aware of
when thye are meeting those goals or falling short, accordingly.
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The FRTB Accelerator in Detail
The FRTB Accelerator core component contains all the business logic –
the formulas prescribed by the BCBS to compute capital charges within
the defined regulatory parameters such as risk weights, correlations
and coefficients.

Core
Accelerator
Post processors
and data stores.
We do not expect
clients to need to
change these but
the source is.

Reference
Implementation
ETL from CSV and basic
data stores,schema
and cube topology.
We expect clients to
extend most, if not all,
of this functionality.
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The reference module is a sample implementation where configurations are
made to conform to a typical data model and naming conventions suitable
for the FRTB use case. Customers can then choose to further extend that data
model (e.g. to include specific trade attributes). Parameters are user definable
which means there is no need to rebuild or redeploy the application when
something changes. Trades and positions can be reported under multiple
regulatory regimes and the Accelerator allows for variations in parameters,
correlations and calculations that may be required for different jurisdictions.
For example, users can report transactions in multiple currencies as well as
allocate them to regional-specific buckets and vertices. Catering to each
jurisdiction and applying customizable scenarios to measure parameter or
location variations provides a comprehensive solution for clients.
The Accelerator provides dozens of configurable dashboards and allows
the user to view everything from a risk charge to a risk position down
to weighted sensitivities including a series that shows QIS intermediate results.
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The software is not a risk engine and does not perform trade valuation
calculations, rather it works on top of an existing risk engine or trade booking
system that generates metrics such as trade sensitivities and P&L vectors.
It can import data from any bank system and then uses that raw data
to feed into the calculations, as outlined below, without having to migrate
trades from one system to another.

“

It was very easy to convert
our data into the Accelerator
format to calculate the
required measures.
David Myint
Portfolio Risk Manager, Group Risk, HSBC
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Approaching the Standardized
Approach
The Standardized Approach (SA) was designed and enhanced by regulators
as a more risk sensitive approach to better align capital requirements
with appropriate risk levels. It also provides a floor for the Internal Models
Approach (IMA) at 75% of the SA capital charge. For the largest banks
with trading desks of a significant size the method is used as a backup in
the event that a bank’s internal market risk model is deemed deficient.
The SA requires that banks perform a simple sum of capital requirements
drawn from three separate exercises: the sensitivitiesbased method (SBM), the
default risk charge (DRC) requirement and the residual risk add-on (RRAO).
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The FRTB Accelerator contains all of the formulas necessary to create
these sums – it provides a series of 25 different calculation chains to meet
these three requirements.
For the sensitivities-based method, the computation from risk sensitivity
to risk charge takes place in a chain reaction of calculations and aggregation
for each of the seven risk classes and provides a detailed explanatory view
for each: GIRR, non-securitised CSR, CSR CTP, CSR non-CTP, Equities,
Foreign Exchange and Commodities. Moreover, it takes advantage of
the structure of the correlation matrix to perform these calculations with
linear time complexity, i.e. O(N) instead of a naive O(N²) implementation.
For example, the Accelerator takes into account he sensitivities to a
one basis point move in interest rates as an input with respect to vertex
interpolation. So, if a bank calculates the risk to the actual market data points
the Accelerator automatically places them into the prescribed buckets.
The user can see the result of the calculations of raw input sensitivities on
a drill through panel or pivot view.
The method also allows for the conversion of input sensitivities to a reference
currency (provided the source system provides the native currency
sensitivities) and then calculates the weighted sensitivities, risk position and
ultimately the risk charge.
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Emphasizing a need to test the potentiality for default beyond the natural
credit spread risk the regulation adds a DRC meant to compute the loss
that each position would experience in the event of a non-payment.
The DRC accounts for the potential of a sudden steep decline in the market
price of a financial product whose worth is tied to the credit quality of
an underlying value. This is known as a jump-to-default (JTD) risk.
The final component is the RRAO which captures outlier risks on financial
instruments the standardised approach may have excluded, such as nonlinear optionality. The RRAO as defined in the BCBS regulations «is a simple
sum of gross notional amounts of these instruments, multiplied by a risk
weight.» The FRTB Accelerator applies the appropriate risk weights based
on values and classification details derived from the trade attributes.
The new guidelines also state that if a bank cannot convince a supervisor
that its RRAO provides enough of a capital charge to a particular financial
instrument, it may be subject to an additional charge.
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Maintaining the Internal
Models Approach
Assuming a bank or a particular trading desk is permitted to keep its IMA
status, all risk factors that are deemed to be «modellable» must be included
in the bank’s internal, firm-wide, Expected Shortfall (ES) model. ES takes
tail risk into account and typically calculates the average loss above an
assumed confidence level. This is a daily bank-wide exercise to determine
market risk capital requirements and the same applies for each trading desk
that uses the IMA
Based on the P&L vectors prescribed, the FRTB Accelerator calculates the ES
values separately, considering a stressed scenario, applies the risk capital
adjustment and expresses the value with a default setting of 97.5%.
The «Basic» ES formula reflects non-scaled inputs. The bank simply provides
P&L vectors from its risk engine and the calculations are performed and
the results aggregated. The «Liquidity Adjusted» ES is calibrated for P&L
vectors to reflect longer liquidity horizons beyond the base 10-day regulatory
requirement.
The «Capital» ES is a more intensive calculation and encompasses astressed
period. The values are derived through formulas that reflect a reduced stressed
scenario, along with full and reduced current scenarios. This is to acknowledge
a risk calculation within a stressedperiod adjusted for the fact that not all risk
factors can be simulated in a given portfolio for that stressed period.
The Accelerator also provides formulas to calculate «Constrained»
and «Unconstrained» metrics, based on the Capital ES charge. The
«unconstrained» metrics come from simulations using risk factors across
the entire portfolio all asset classes, which allows for possible risk offsetting.
The «constrained» metrics come from simulations using risk factors on a
per asset class basis. The Internally Modelled Capital Charge (IMCC) is the
average of these two types of metrics.
If a risk factor is found to be «non-modellable», a Stressed Capital Add
On (SES) charge is added. For each non-modellable risk factor (NMRF),
the liquidity horizon of the stress scenario must be the greater of the liquidity
horizon assigned set of risk factors and 20 days. The bank’s supervisor may
also mandate a higher liquidity horizon.
In the event that an issuer (in the case of credit) or a particular derivative (in
the case of an equity) is deemed «idiosyncratic», an Idiosyncratic Stressed
Capital Add-On (ISES) will be added to that particular risk or set of risks.
A common 12-month stress period must be used to test this.
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Risk Factor Eligibility Test
In order to be deemed «modellable» a risk factor must pass
the risk factor eligibility test which is based on the number of
real price observations for that particular instrument over a
defined period. Third party pricing data is permitted to be
used to feed into the calculations if a bank needs to source
absent prices. For example, Atoti+ powers the DTCC Real
Price Observation Service to provide this data. Banks have
to log at least 24 price observations per year, measured over
the same period used for the ES model, not counting more
than one observation per day. At least 4 observations in any
90-day period must be identified within a prior 12-month period.

Default Risk Charge
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The FRTB Accelerator presents a Value-at-Risk (VaR)-based approach to
the DRC for IMA which is calculated from P&L vectors at the trade level.
Generally, the expectation is that such input vectors would contain 100,000
to a million or more simulations.
The input vector at the trade level is very sparse (meaning that most of
the million elements are zero). This is because any one obligor is insensitive
to most of the scenarios. The FRTB Accelerator compresses this data to make
efficient use of memory resources.
The FRTB Accelerator provides a context value that enables the user to look
at the IMA DRC under different confidence levels. The default level is 99.9%
to compute the IMA DRC. The software can process tens of thousands of
real-time updates per second and continuously calculates and aggregates
non-linear data ‘on-the-fly’. Incremental updates are performed and only
those metrics that are impacted by any data change (i.e., trade, reference,
market data, etc.) are refreshed.
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P&L Attribution and Backtesting
Banks must continue to prove the value of their models to regulators to uphold
the use of the IMA, which is prescribed in the Profit and Loss Attribution (PLA)
eligibility test, for instance. To do this, a near-flawless match between endof-day front-office mark-to-market positions, i.e. «hypothetical» P&L and
risk management’s «theoretical» P&L is required.
The updated PLAT requirements are based on the results of two tests.
The Spearman correlation, which measures the correlation between
the theoretical and hypothetical P&Ls and the Kolmogorov Smirnov test
which gauges the similarity of the distributions between the two. The inputs
for the calculations are observations of those P&Ls over the most recent 250
trading day period.
Regulations to meet the IMA standard were softened by regulators in 2018
from a «pass or fail» to a «traffic light» approach and set to quarterly.
A green light signifies a trading desk passed the PLA test, an amber light
means the desk performed poorly but is not immediately prone to fallback
and a red light signifies a fail and subsequent bump to the SA model. Trading
desks in the «amber zone» may continue to use the IMA but will now incur
a capital surcharge necessitating a more immediate need to prove compliance
to bank supervisors.
In order to allow for flexibility, the Accelerator provides two functionalities
to facilitate backtesting. Desk level VaR numbers for the historical period
prescribed by regulators are loaded. As an alternative, the software allows
a user to provide trade level P&L vectors and then calculate the desk level VaR.

ActiveMonitor, as part of the Atoti+ platform, allows the user
the ability to continuously monitor data with each new input
and exposes the results of, for example, a particular trades’
impact on a capital charge, without any user action involved.
It will generate «alerts» to notify users when limit warnings
or breaches occur. It can be used to set limits on day-to day
operations far beyond meeting a set of regulatory requirements.
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Sign-Off Module
ActiveViam offers a configurable add-on to its Atoti+ solution to help
clients meet the Russian doll-like effect of regulatory requirements in an
abbreviated time period. The ActiveViam «Sign Off» module addresses the
principles outlined in BCBS 239, which were designed to provide a remedy for
financial risk requirements in a bank’s IT and data architecture. Specifically,
the regulations address the need to aggregate risk exposures and quickly
identify concentrated risks across business lines and legal entities.
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Like the FRTB Accelerator, the software is delivered with core and reference
source code, which can be used «as is» or customized to fit a particular target.
The software can be used either with a standard ActiveViam project or
in conjunction with an Accelerator. The Sign-Off module enforces risk
mandates. It is used to delineate the boundaries in which data is approved
and parameters are defined by the user.
The module handles the end-of-day (EOD) approval process which is
configurable at any level -- for example at portfolio or book level. The validation
steps of the risk mandate are configurable.
Clients have the option of extracting signed-off data from the Atoti+ platform
or notifying an external system (via API) that a specific risk mandate has been
signed-off. In both cases a full audit trail is maintained. The module also provides
a dashboard/control tower to oversee the process and all workflow interactions.
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FRTB Accelerator Additional
Features
Decomposing Capital
Capital decomposition is all about allocating a top-level capital charge that
is the result of a non-linear calculation to lower levels in the hierarchies in
an additive manner. The FRTB Accelerator contains a few implementations
of additive allocation methodologies as described in this section.
In the first, based on Euler’s Theorem of Homogeneous Functions, the capital
allocation is the directional derivative of the capital charge at the top-level.
This is calculated either as an «Analytical Euler» methodology, which
differentiates the risk measure function and evaluates the derivative
or a «Numerical Euler» which calculates a numerical approximation to
the derivative.
The «Pro-rata/scaling» methodology calculates a charge based on a scaling
of the portfolio’s capital charge by the ratio of the top-level capital charge
and the sum of all the sub-portfolios’ capital charges.

Taking the Guessing Game Out of «What-If»
One of the key functions of Atoti+, integrated into the Accelerator, is its ability
to allow users to explore «What-If» scenarios to meet both regulations (desk
eligibility) and perform trade level simulations, portfolio reclassification and
other functions.
It allows the user to simulate the impact of transitioning a desk from
the internal models to the standardised approach in real-time and shows
the impact of moving books between desks. This requires no extra hardware
or storage space.
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The Accelerator offers the option to reclassify trades, books and other attributes
and immediately see the impact on all measures - including final capital
requirements. It is also configured to perform correlation, risk weight and
parameter changes. A user can set risk limits irrespective of capital charges.
The size of the new trade can be adjusted to scale up or down the original
risk profile. When a trade is scaled, the user can instantaneously quantify
the impact on all measures (SA, DRC, IMA, all the way up to the top-level
capital charge) with a single action.
The FRTB Reference implementation performs all these simulations
in memory and does not require loading of additional data from
the risk engine and other source systems. Everything required is available in
the Atoti+ in-memory database. It is also configured to allow multiple users
to make simulations concurrently without impacting one another’s view of
the data.

In Conclusion
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Big Data is an overused term which can quickly lose meaning.
What is scant discussed are concrete solutions that address
the unique set of problems faced by the financial services
industry stemming from the need to manage the exponential
growth of data.
ActiveViam is a trusted name in capital markets software for its
practical, lightweight and transparent capabilities. Its suite of
products provides a comprehensive and elegant panacea to
risk and P&L monitoring that addresses the current needs and
increasing pressures financial institutions face in measuring
internal and regulatory metrics.
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Our clients include:

About ActiveViam
ActiveViam provides precision data analytics tools to help organisations make better decisions
faster.
ActiveViam started in 2005 with the vision of leveraging in-memory technology to create
an analytics platform where businesses could leverage the largest data sets without restrictions,
keep them up-to-date in real time and use them to empower their decision makers.
Our goal at ActiveViam, is to let organisations not only make decisions faster, but better;
to not only reach their data, but their potential; to not only see their data, but find their way into
the future.
ActiveViam is a privately owned company with offices in London, New York, Paris and Singapore.
For more information please visit: www.activeviam.com
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